
FAITH  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH                           NOVEMBER 8, 2015 
  
ORDINARY  TIME – 24th  SUNDAY  AFTER  PENTECOST 
 
RECOLLECTING  OURSELVES  FOR  WORSHIP 
 Music (please use this time for quiet and reflection) 
 Gong [followed by silence] 

Call to Worship 
 Hymn – 376 

Opening Prayers 
 
OUR  HUMANNESS  AND  GOD’S  GRACE 

Call to Confession 
Unison Prayer of Confession 
 
Gracious God, it makes sense for me to put my best face, my 

competent and self-confident face, forward.  Other people like 

me better when I do; I like myself better when I do; I feel less 

anxious and more self-assured when I do.  However, doing this 

over time wears me out and wears me down, something I try not 

to notice because it is not part of my best face.  I find myself in 

a dilemma—continually exhibiting the successful aspects of 

me, yet becoming more aware of the not-so-successful aspects 

of me.  I am wondering about seeing this dilemma as an 

invitation from you.  You are inviting me to live so that what I 

consider my not-best face receives attention just like my best 

face does, where what I am not too confident about is available 

to me in the same way as the self-confident aspects of me.  I 

think you are inviting me to get to know the lesser-known 

aspects of myself, and then to let both the well-known and less-

known aspects of my life shape my contribution to the world. 

 
Personal Prayer of Confession in Silence 
Assurance of Pardon 

 
 
 
 

LISTENING  FOR  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Story for the Children 
 Scripture – Mark 12:38-44 
 Prompting 
 Silence and Reflection 
 
RESPONDING  TO  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Hymn – 428 
 Announcements 
 Minute for Mission 
 Our Gifts and Offerings 
 
   Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
   Praise Christ all creatures here below; 
   Praise Holy Spirit, Comforter; 
   One God, Triune, whom we adore.  Amen. 
  
 The Prayers of the People and Lord’s Prayer 
   Our Father in heaven, 
    hallowed be your name, 
    your kingdom come, 
    your will be done, 
     on earth as it is in heaven. 
   Give us today our daily bread. 
   Forgive us our sins 
    as we forgive those who sin against us. 
   Save us in the time of trial 
    and deliver us from evil. 
   For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours 
    now and forever.  Amen. 
         
GOING  OUT – to serve, to journey, to live the word 
 Hymn – 422 
 Charge and Benediction 
  



CALENDAR  OF  EVENTS 
TODAY     10:00  Worship 
        11:00  Coffee and Fellowship 
        11:20  Conversation 
        12:00  Lunch Bunch 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY   Presbytery @ Westminster Woods 
 

Lectionary Readings for November 15, 2015 
1 Samuel 1:4-20; 1Samuel 2:1-10; 

Hebrews 10:11-14 (15-18) 19-25; Mark 13:1-8 
FYI 
 Next Sunday we will share lunch.  Bring some food to share 
and plan to stay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ushers: Jim Plein and Jenny Goldgur. 
 
Faith Presbyterian Church, 190 Arlen Dr., Rohnert Park CA 94928 
Church Office: 707-795-6620 
Our web site is <www.faithpresbyterianrp.org> 
Elders:  Marolyn Bode, Jim Plein, Karen Kessel. 
Deacons: Richard Egan, Mary Jane Beccaria, Wanjiru Muthamia. 
Clerk of Session: Marolyn Bode.                              [H] 585-8350 
Pastor: Jim Robie                  [C] 291-8489 

We are a community that gathers in an attitude of 
reverence directed toward God. 

 
Reverence is a feeling of deep respect and devotion, of 
profound awe, of admiration and esteem and honor, 

of gratitude. 
 

This feeling arises from the experience of knowing that 
it is not possible to be separate from the welcoming and 
embracing presence of God, who is with us in anything 

and everything that life brings us, always accepting how 
we feel and what we think, always working to help us 
inhabit what is true for us, always helping us fashion 

the most fully human response possible for us as 
concerns what our life contains. 

 
If you are able to enter this worship experience in a 
reverential manner, you are encouraged to immerse 

yourself in the experience. 
 

If you are not able to do so, you are encouraged to 
consider that being truthful to your experience is a way 
of showing reverence to God who invites you to explore 
the value of the way you feel in your life and about your 

life.  You are also invited to ponder with us our 
conceptions about God, looking for more adequate 
ways to understand God and how God personally 

companions and supports us in all things. 
 

Welcome!

http://www.faithpresbyterianrp.org/


Ordinary Time – 24th Sunday after Pentecost 
(Mark 12:38-44) 

 Think of God as the creator of insight and therefore as the one 

who initiates and cultivates awareness and perception. And then, 

remember that the intent of God in the cultivation of these two 

capacities is our redemption and salvation. What these two terms 

refer to is: God gives us insights which bring to our awareness the 

aspects of our life that have been lost to us in growing up, or for 

some reason never materialized in our growing up (redemption); and 

God does this to keep us safe from wearing out from the effort we 

constantly make both to not be the person we are, and to become a 

person we were taught we should be but in fact are not (salvation). 

Given this, the question then becomes: What is the part we play in 

the redemption and salvation God orchestrates on our behalf? 

 The reading for today is an answer to this question. The reading 

is comprised of two separate selections, each of which describes a 

different approach to holding things in mind so that God can help us 

explore, ponder and consider them. One of these ways is embodied 

by the scribes, and the other by a poor widow. We will internalize 

both selections so that what is described is happening inside each of 

us. 

The first selection consists of verses 38-40. The word translated 

as “beware” is a Greek word meaning “to look at.” It denotes 

voluntary observation. The English word “beware” means “be on 

guard against, be cautious of.” I think a more accurate translation of 

the Greek would be “notice,” or “take note,” or “pay attention,” 

something that emphasizes the act of seeing something rather than 

evaluating it. The text is saying that we should take note of those 

times when we are like the scribes. We want to pay attention to our 

mind being preoccupied with things like how accomplished, worthy 

and superior we are; we want to notice the way we occupy our mind 

by immersing ourselves in the things which we believe make us 

accomplished, worthy and superior. We want to take note of our 

occupying the moral high ground, presenting and behaving in ways 

that indicate our superiority. Christ observes—when our mind is 

occupied in this way, when we are preoccupied by our need to be or 

appear to be superior, we preempt the attention which is needed by 

the parts of us that we consider deficient and lacking. This effort 

wears us out, partly because of the energy it takes to maintain this 

preoccupation, and partly because of the exertion required to 

dismiss the parts of us that go begging for our attention. Living in 

this way condemns us to a life of continuous evaluation and 

assessment where we are constantly deciding whether or not we are 

presenting ourselves as the superior and accomplished person we 

want others to see. The phrase “greater condemnation” refers to 

living in this way. The word translated as “condemnation” is the 

Greek word meaning “a decision,” from a root meaning “to 

distinguish, i.e. to decide [mentally or judicially].” Having a life 

where we are constantly deciding about our conduct and appearance, 

where these are habitually being evaluated, and where we are 

routinely being cautioned about how we are presenting ourselves, 

and whether or not we are appropriate—living like this would be 

trying at best and punishing at worst. But more than that, living like 

this does not contribute in any way to the redemption and salvation 

which God is working to achieve; rather, it impedes them. 

The second selection consists of verses 41-44. It offers an 

alternative to the use of our mind described in verses 38-40, the 

alternative being embodied by the widow. Here the rich in us are 

described much as the scribes in us—our mind being filled with the 

parts of us that are accomplished and successful (the ideas conveyed 

by the words “rich” and “abundance”). The alternative is, our mind 

can pay attention to what we fall short in (in the sense that these are 

parts of us not considered accomplished or successful), the things in 

us which are impoverished in the sense that they are in need of 

attention. These are the ideas conveyed by the word “poor.” Any 

time we live by investing our time and energy in maintaining or 

improving what we have accomplished, we end up connected to only 

part of us, and are disconnected from the rest of who we actually are. 

However, any time we are open to admitting into our awareness a 

more realistic picture of who we are, one which contains how we fail 

to measure up and what we like to ignore, we remain better connected 

to our actual life. Our life becomes better balanced and easier in the 

sense that our image of who we are is better fitted to who we actually 

are, and we are therefore in less conflict with ourselves. We make 

the greatest contribution to the redemption and salvation of our life 

by keeping in our mind’s eye the aspects of our life which we 

consider to be poor, since it is the inclusion of these that balances our 

life and brings us the fullness of our human life. Christ says of the 

widow that she “out of her poverty has put in everything she had, all 

she had to live on.” The Greek words that are translated into English 



here have the sense of “out of her falling short, she has deliberately 

contributed the entirety of the condition of her life, (literally) the 

present state of [her] existence.” I think Christ is saying the widow 

offered to God whatever was available to her, not only what she 

succeeded at, and she did this by keeping as much of her reality in 

mind as possible so that it could be explored and used. Borrowing 

an idea from psychology, the energy and creativity for living is 

found through association with our own shadow, what we are calling 

the poor. As the poor are included in our understanding of ourselves, 

and the effort to keep our poor hidden diminishes, we find that our 

creativity and energy for living increases. 

Christ is inviting us to be aware of the scribe in us and at the same 

time to honor the poor widow. Specifically, we need to take note 

when we are occupying the moral high ground, when we let what 

we are good at and succeed in be the content which we hold in our 

mind and on which we focus. As we notice we are traveling the high 

road it becomes possible to consider taking the low road which 

travels through the neighborhood of what we fall short in. The poor 

in us are what God’s redemption is focused on, recovering the 

ownership of what we fall short in. God’s salvation is concerned 

with keeping us safe from the drain caused by focusing on the rich 

in us and avoiding our poor. 
 [Jim Robie, 11-6-15, Cycle B, Mark 12:38-44] 


